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Preemption in Tesawalamai:

in Choice cif Residual
a Problem
Law

-o'~" CCASIONALLY points which interest historians and academic
lawyers come to the very front of practical legal controversy. The
subject of preemption has been very much in the air during the last

.decade in Indian and Ceylon cases, and now we have a Privy Council
. decision which indicates the advantage of having well-prepared academic
theories ready to cope with the rare and unexpected problem. Manya-
Itswari v : Velupillai Selvadurai) cannot be said to be an epoch-making
decision, but it bears the marks of Mr. L. M. D. de Silva's customary
caution, and leaves a way open to establish, if necessary, what is the residual
law in preemption cases under the Tesawalamai. It must be noted at the
outset that even under the Tesawalamai Preemption Ordinance (No. 59

, of 1947) many problems may arise which have to be settled under the
Tesawalamai itself, for the Ordinance is amending and not exhaustively
codifying; and in this case the parties were agreed that reference to the
Ordinance would be neither necessary nor helpful.

In Mangaleswari's case a father and daughter had inherited as half-
sharers lands subject to preemption in 1935. The father sold his share in
1937. In 1950 the daughter, whilst still a minor, brought an action as cc-
sharer to preempt the share. Two things stood in her way. Firstly it was
suggested that her father's (and natural guardian's) knowledge that he was
going to sell was constructive notice to the minor daughter and that she
had therefore had notice of the intended sale and thus no cause of action
arose in her favour. Secondly the respondent relied on a decision of the
Supreme Court of Ceylon, Velupillai v. Pulcndra,2 to the effect that the pre-
emptor, in order to succeed, must show that had he received reasonable
notice he could, as well as would, have purchased the property. This deci-
sion, and others which take a similar view, had already been criticised power-
fully on practical,grounds.3 Their Lordships disposed of the first point

1. (1961) 2 W.L.R. 813 (P.C.).
2. (1951) 53 N.L.R. 472.
3. H. W. Tambiah, "The Contents of Thesawalamai," Tamil Culture, vol. 8, No.2,

1959,at p. 35 of the offprint. (In the present article the spelling Tesa- is used, not merely
because it is used by the Privy Council but because the other spelling is a Madrassi idio-
syncracy, 88 in 'Santha' for the girl's name Santa).
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very simply: notice to, or knowledge of, a natural guardian who stood i' o~
so interested a position as the father in this case could not be imputed t g
the minor appellant at all. The second point was more difficult.

Since the Tesawalamai itself did not lay down that the preemptor J11ust~~
sho~ t.hat at the time. when his ca.use of action aros~ he must be able, as well. ]
as willing, to buy, this rule established 111Ceylon S111ce1951 must rest upon' 1
a residual legal source. In the (controversial) case of Salwpathypilla i v.'
Sinnatamby« it was laid down that where the Tesawalamai is silent, the\
Roman-Dutch law is applicable. But this case did not preclude the,
question's being opened, whether in preemption cases other sources of law]
besides the Roman-Dutch ought not to be consulted. And in fact it was]
well knownin Ceylon that there existed a theory that preemption was derived
from Islamic law (a baseless theory, as we shall see), and in fact Islamic!
principles had been consulted more than once. The proposition that:
Roman-Dutch law (which knows preemption, as do most of the pre-
Napoleonic germanic customary laws) is the ultimate source was negatived
by their Lordships. They say.>

"It appears to their Lordships that neither the Roman-Dutch law nor the
Muslim can be regarded as part of the law of Tcsawalamai, but that it is
permissible to look at the law obtaining in those systems, to ascertain the
reasoning which underlies the principle of preemption as it is to be found
in them in dealing with various problems; and, where not in conflict with
the principles of Tesawalamai as established in Ceylon and otherwise appro-
priate, to borrow such rules and concepts as seem best suited to the situation
in Ceylon."

Their Lordships carefully scrutinised both the Roman-Dutch and the
Islamic systems to see whether any such rule could be found as was pro-
pounded on behalf of the respondent and was authenticated by Velupillai' 5

case. 6 It was evident that no such rule was to be found in either source,
and the appellant won her appeal.

In this article the question which is sought to be answered is "what is
the residual law in Tesawalamai preemption problems"? Since the process

4. (1948) 50 X.L.R.. 367. On the subject see H. W. Tambiah. Laws and Customs of the
Tamils of Jaffna (Colombo, 1950), pp. 4:~f.

5. At [1961] 2 W.L.R. 813, 818.
6. (1951) 53 X.L.R. 472.
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of tracing out this matter is very complicated, an attempt will be made to
go very deliberately step by step.

'sr
11

Naturally, if we go back beyond the earliest information on the custo-
mary Ia~ of the Tamils in Jaffna, 7 we are bound to come to a period when
the.Tamils of Ceylon were more or less in touch with their cousins in South
In~a, and s.tIll conscious of their cultural and religious community with
fudlan Tamils, True enough, traces of this were still to be found when
Sir Alexander Johnston, 150 years ago, made very extensive and fruitful
enquiries into the sources and nature of customary laws in Ceylon and in
the adjoining Peninsula. 8 It is clear that he was then assured that the residual
law for Hindus governed by the Tesawalamai, and possibly for non-Hindus
so governed, was the Hindu law as administered by Indian (not
Anglo-Indian) authorities in the adjoining districts of the Corornandcl
Coast. He specifically mentions two well-known textbooks of Hindu
law which were said to be consulted in jaflna : the VUFiCil1cs"ariyalll, i.c, the
Mitiiksharii of VijfEincsvara, and the Pariisara-lIliidhaviYillll, i.c. the com-
mentary by Vidyaranya-sviimi on the code of Parasara, This is enough.?

It tells us that Brahmans able to read Sanskrit 9" would tell the caste-heads
in Jaffila what the Sanskrit law books said in cases where customs were
unclear, or open to controversy. Naturally the purpose of the compilation
of the Tesawalamai 'Code' by the Dutch was, as far as possible, to limit, or

7. See H. \Y. Tambiah, "The Law of Thesawalama i," Tamil CUU1lre, vol. 7, No.4,
1958, at pp. 1·8 of tho offprint. At p. 9 the learned author suggests that preemption migl.t
have been brought by Malayalis from Ma.lahar. This suggestion fits in with the author',
theory of Malabar contributions to Tesuwalamai, on which the debate is bound to continuc.

8. H. W. Tumbinh, "The Alexander Johnstone Papers," Ceylon Historical Journal,
vol. 3, No.1, pp. 18f.

9. The information on the subject, is reproduced substant.iallv at. p. 32 of Tambiah's
Laws and Customs . . (cited above).

90.. Brahmans who were more familiar with Ta.mil than with Hanskrit may have
availed themselves of Tamil translations of Sanskrit works. A Tamil version of the F arada-
rajiyam has not come to hand, but F. W. Ellis, sometime Collector of Mudras, was interested
in and must have possessed a copy of a Tamil translation of the Viji'Wnesvari!l!lln, which
had in the Tamil country "always been held as of superior authority to any other lawbook
whatever, not excepting even tho text, of Menu (Manu)" (Ellis, in LawJlogrtZine, London,
IX, 1833, 217·224 at, pp. 220, 222). This Tamil work was both t rnnslution and gloss (we
should probably call it a paraphrase), but was in vcrse! Ellis actually believed that it
would diminish the importance of Brahmans as expositors of law: ibid., 223. Sir Alexander,
who visited India in 1807 and 1817, received It copy of Ellis' article from Ellis himself,
and as Ellis was concerned to publicise the Tamil translation mentioned above it is fHI'
from unlikely that Johnston made its existence known on his return to Ceylon. The
currency of other Tamil translations of the Vijiitine8var'iyam in Ceylon has not been shown,
but there may well have been versions of the Parii"'ant.miidhavi!/am in use there and on
the continent. Other work of Ellis on the same general subject appears in the Asiatic
Journal, Madras Literary Society, VII, 181!), (;44-(;, and VIII, 1819, 17-23, but dons not
enlighten us further on this point.
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render unnecessary, recourse to such books except in matters of religion,
where the Dutch had no interest or inclination either to establish or tc
tamper with the rules previously enforced. The position in Jaffna wa:
therefore exactly similar to that prevailing in Madras Presidency when the
Anglo-Hindu law began to develop: the Sanskrit books offered a residual
source oflaw, notwithstanding the fact that in very many cases their actual
rules were abrogated (or, more correctly, derogated from) by customary
deviations. That the Tamils of South India did consult the Sanskrit books
in difficult matters that came to judicial tribunals is rendered certain by the
behaviour of the inhabitants of the French possessions, whose 'committee
of jurisprudence' regularly (but by no means exclusively) looked into the
books in such situations.J?

Now that we know that Roman-Dutch law ought not to have been
fixed upon as the residual law in Tesawalamai cases,II and that Hindu law
was the residual law, how much further forward are we? Is there any
Hindu law of preemption? Here we arrive at a difficulty. In India it has
long been the fashion to proceed upon the hypothesis that customary law
(as recorded in the wajib ul-arz of the Punjab, or in statutes codifying 01

regulating customary laws of preemption elsewhere) must be construed
per se, and helped out, where necessary, by recourse to Islamic law on shafo
(preemption). At one time, as Dr. H. W. Tambiah (as he then was) very
properly pointed out.l? a Full Bench of the North-West Provinces (now
Uttar Pradesh) with an insight far ahead of its time had determined that
preemption as a feature of customary law, existing independent of personal
laws as such, derived not trom the Muslims, but [rom ancient customary
law.13 But this sensible, and correct, understanding of the history of the
subject was rejected, somewhat carelessly, by the Privy Council. In
Digambar Sitlgh v. Ahmad'" we are given the benefit of their Lordships'
theory that preemption in customary law is derived [rom the Islamic law,
upon the basis that the Hindus learnt preemption from their Muslim go-
vernors.t= The position now established is that even where preemption,
as amongst Hindus, derives its authority from the customs and usages of

10. See Leon Sorgo Avis du Comite Consultatif de Jurisprudence l ndienne (Pondicherry
1897).

11. See above. n. 4.
12. "Contents ...••• at p. 32; F. B. Tyabji.Mulwmmadan Law. 3rd. edn. (Bombay,

1940). p. 666. n. 8.
13. See also Tyabji, pp. 669·70. Also K. Balasingham, Laios oj Ceylon. 1(1929). 163·7,
14. (1914) L.R. 42 I.A.I0. AIR 1924 P.C. II. 14.
14a. See n. 23a below.
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the people, it is presumed to be founded on, and co-extensive with, the
Muhammadan law on that subject, unless the contrary is shown. Tyabji,
the authority on Islamic law in India who is usually consulted first these
days, saysl4b that preemption was apparently unknown in India before the
time of the Mughal rulers. Nevertheless judicial doubts have been thrown
on the theory of the Islamic origin of preemption in India in very recent
times. The Supreme Court of India in Radhaleishan Laxminaravan v. Shri-
dhar15 has said that so far as Berar is concerned (a typical region where pre-
emption exists as part of the lex loci by custom) the theory of the Muham-
madan legal origin of preemption does not seem to be well founded. They
base their doubts upon the differences which appear between shafa and the
requirements and other provisions of the local custom, and they advance
a theory of their own, based upon migrations of peoples.

Thus we arrive at the position that although in practice reference to
Islamic law is useful to supply the deficiencies in customary systems of pre-
emption, and this is regularly done in India, in fact the system itself is not
of Islamic origin. This disposes of the theory advanced in KarthigeslI v.
Parupathy,16 a Ceylon case which relies on an Allahabad decision.!? that
preemption in Jaffna was due to early occupation of North Ceylon by
Mahomedans (of which there is no trace worthy of mention) or by Malabars
(i.e. Tamils) who had themselves come under Mahomedan influence in
India. These alternative explanations do not stand a moment's examination.

But does Hindu law supply information about preemption? In a recent
article in the Jubilee Number of the Adyar Library Bulletint?= the present
writer, confining his attention to India, and without reference to the pro-
blems that had arisen in Ceylon, showed that there is plenty of information
on preemption to be found in Hindu law texts. Before we examine it we
must clarify the question as to what is Hindu law itself in such a context as
this.

The phrase "Hindu law" does not mean Hindu customary law, custo-
mary law that is part of the lex loci (as in the Punjab) or customary law to
which Hindu legal texts refer. It means the law contained in and laid down

14b. At p. 666, sec. 523(3).
15. AIR 1960 S.C. 1368.
16. (1945) 46 N.L.R. 162, 163. Dr. Tambiah has repeatedly shown the implausibilit.y

of this approach.
17. Gobind Dayal v. lnayatullah (1885) I.L.R. 7 All. 775 FE.
17a. XXV, Hl61,13·27.
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by the dharmaidstra, That law as administered, or distorted, or developed, . (
by the British-Indian judiciary is called "Anglo-Hindu law". The curren
system, based on the Codes and the Constitution ofIndia, is called "Modern
Hindu law". We shall see presently that Modern Hindu law has had its
own adventures with preemption which make a curious sequel to the very
confused picture left by the Anglo-Hindu system. Hindu law itself pro-
vides for preemption in smriti-texss attributed to the front-rank authors
Brihaspati, Katyayana, and the less important authors Vishnu, Vyasa and
Bharadvaja. The two great east-coast legal writers of the middle ages,
Varadaraja in his Vyavahiira-llir/JI1Y{/ (otherwise Varadariijiyalll) , and the
author of the Sarasvati-viiiisa, 18 carefully cite these authors in order to pro-
vide a picture of preemption in practice. Their citations do not exactly
correspond.t? but it is beyond question that they intended their readers to
apply these texts to situations developing in actual practice. There is also
a considerable section of the Mahiiuirviina-tantra which deals with pre-
emption.w It docs not follow the smrit!s, and has a practical air about
it, giving rise to a suspicion that the customary law, which it incorporates,
took some of its colour from shaJa. Because the Mahiinirl!ii1}a-talltra was
probably not a South Indian work, we can neglect it for the purpose of this
article.

One may ask, why were these facts not known before? The truth
is that no opportunity arose for the 5/J/titi-texts to be considered and applied
in Anglo-Hindu law, because (i) they did not appear in translated texts;
(ii) they did not refer to Hindu personal law and so would not come within
the scope laid down in the Presidency Towns for application of personal
laws; (iii) even for Muslims, where the matter was referred to in the mujassi!
under justice, equity and good conscience, the Madras High Court refused
to entertain the topic, and ruled the subject of shC'fa to be incompatible with
the law which that Court should administer. 2 I This most unpromising
background more than adequately accounts for our ignorance. No High

18. On these digests see P. V. Kane, History of Dharmasdstr«, vol. 1 (index).
19. The passages appear at Vyavahant-ni1"1:wyc(of Vuradanija, ed. Rangaswami Aiyangar,

and Krishna Aiyangar, (Adyar. 1942), pp. 3;'';;'';and following; Sarasvaticilaea of Sri Proia-
parudramaluulena .... , Yyavaliamkanda. ed R. Shama Sastry (Mvsore, HJ27), pp. 322 and
following.

20. This passage if; cited by H. W. Macnaghten, Principles and Precedents of Moohum-
mudan. Laui ... (Calcutta, 182,5) at pp. xvii-xix. SeeMahiinil"vii1;wtantmln, ed. Harihara-
nanda Bha.rati , (Madras, 1929), XII, 107-112, pp. 390·3.

21. Ibrahim Saib v.l\1ttni.~Iil· Udin Saib (1870) 6 Mad. H.C.R. 26. This was a ease
where Holloway, J., employed his extensive knowledge of Civil Law to the disadvantage
of Indian litigants. Ree also Bhim Roo v , Patilbun (below, n. 32).
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Court other than that of Madras would even think of consulting either the
Sarasvati-vildsa or the VaradariijTymll.

One may further ask, is there reason to believe that those two digests
were capable of being consulted in Ceylon? The answer is twofold:
(i) they are prima facie applicable as residual textbooks for Ceylon Tamils
upon an exactly equal basis with the Tamils of, say, Madura District, the
fact that the Sarasvati-vildsa is later than the great migrations to Jaffila, etc.,
not being relevant as the author relics on ancient smritis long antedating
those migrations; (ii) the evidence that Hindus actually practised pre-
emption, independently of the Hindu law itself, is overwhelming, and it is
proof that the rules found in the texts actually represent a living system of
practice that is essential to a claim that textbook law should be consulted
in such contexts. We should perhaps look at this evidence briefly. Our
best examples come from Goa, where the practice of Hindus, untouched
by Muslim ovcrlordship, was in full vigour-? until the Portuguese tampered
with it-for they, like many Indian judges, thought the institution an
unwarrantable restriction on the freedom uti vel abuti eo, quod est tuum,
Moreover, there is curious material which Professor U. C. Sarkar recognised
as rules of preemption in the Arfhasiisfra of Kautilya.s- Now that work is
of somewhat equivocal authority on matters of jurisprudence. Its antiquity
is open to doubt, but most authorities regard it as genuinely contemporary
with Asoka. However, we cannot claim it as a source on Hindu law. Yet,
as evidence of actual usage amongst Hindus at that remote epoch, it is of
unquestioned value, and this particular context does not call for the caution
we must use in some other places. It is true that the courts occasionally cite
Kautilya, but that docs not make him an authority on Hindu law, only pro
tanto on Anglo-Hindu law which, as we have seen, is another matter alto-
gether. However, no one has given any kind of authority to the passages
which seem to deal with preemption, and we must take them for what they
are worth as evidence of the public's determination to allow no sales ofland
to take place unless "near" persons (to paraphrase the position) first neglect
a right to preempt. We shall return to this source later. Evidence that
Kautilya was still read and worked over in Madras Presidency in the middle
ages is forthcoming, because some commentaries on the Arthasiistra are of
Tamil or Andhra provenance. Moreover there is ample evidence that in

22. See J. H. de Cunha Rivera, Brados (t Favor das Comniunulades das Aldeas do Esttulo
da India (Nova Goa, 1870), p. 4().

23. See n. 28 below. U. C. Sarknr, Epochs in Hindu Leqal History (Hoshiarpnr, 19,;8),
p. 87, 206.
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Kerala formerly, as in the Malabar Districts nowadays, ottidars (referred to
in Hindu law texts as 'creditors') had a right of preemption: see the autho-
rities cited in Narayana Menoe! v. Karthiayalli.23(l

To proceed: given that the Hindu law ought to be consulted as the
residual law on preemption under the Tesawalamai, what can it teach US?
Fundamental propositions do indeed emerge, which are exactly what we
need. We see at a glance that the concept of shaJa is different in many
respects. The Hindu notion is, briefly, that when an owner proposes to sell
his land he should offer it first to relations, in order of nearness, to neighbours
who are co-sharers in certain rights of way or water, then to neighbours who
who are not such co-sharers, then to fellow-villagers, and amongst fellow-
villagers to creditors before others. Where persons claiming to preempt
are amongst the favoured classes, but some can claim under two heads
(e.g. as a remoter relation but a neighbour) intermediate groups of claimants
in the order of priority emerge. The notion is that this offer must be made,
and that no transfer of land is valid until relations, neighbours and fellow-
villagers have been summoned to attend a ceremony at which seisin is taken
by the proposed transferee. If the sale is carried out without the ceremony,
or without the proper invitations or SU1111110nsbeing sent out, those who
are I'//(/tiib, literally "to be respected", and whose rights to preempt have been
overlooked, have a number of days, or weeks, or months, depending upon
their distance and circumstances, in which they may upset the sale, and
substitute themselves, if they insist, for the provisional transferee. If the
matiib give their consent, or indicate consent by silence, or allow time to
run out against them, the provisional transferee becomes an actual transferee,
and not before. The concept of resiling [rom sales, and upsetting trans-
actions on various grounds, is ancient in India as well as in Ceylon, and dies
hard, as anyone can see who reads a volume of the Indian Law Reports.

a
(

In this particular problem of the alleged right of the preemptor to sue
only when he is able as well as ready and willing to pay the price, the Hindu
law is not explicit. One must derive the law from a consideration of its
principles. Because a period of time is allowed within which a protest
(or claim) must be made by the preemptor, it is evident that anyone who
proposed to preempt, be he an adult or a minor acting through his guardian,
can give notice of his objection to the transfer, raise money if necessary
from a lender, and come forward in the period allowed. It is implicit in
the Hindu texts that a relation, etc., who stops a sale on the ground of his

23a. [1961] Ker. L.T. 809.
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t to dispute the alienation to a stranger, must satisfy the owner himself.
is a point which has led to the decay of the subject in digests other than

. mentioned. Because he can satisfy him in other ways than by offering
y to purchase there and then, an absolute right to purchase from the

wner upon tendering the price would not entirely accurately be insisted
. pon. In practice the relations might cause the owner to postpone his sale,
especially where he only wanted to pay his debts, and particularly where
.he was not likely to live long and the estate might come to the objectors
.by succession. However, as the South Indian digests referred to above
.apparently intend, there is no substantial difference between the right to
,'stop a sale on tender of adequate consideration and the right to stop a sale
and insist upon purchasing the property in question.

The upshot of this discussion is that under the Hindu system a pre-
emptor must, in order to stop the sale to the proposed stranger or less quali-
fied purchaser, tender a consideration sufficient to cause the owner to desist,
and that in nine cases out of ten this is equivalent to the preemptor's exerci-
sing his right to preferential purchase over the proposed transferee. Con-
sequently it is by no means necessary that at the moment of the proposed
transfer the consent of the preemptor must be dispensed with because he
does not have the cash available. If he does not come forward with the
cash within the period of time allowed for exercising the right of pre-
ferential purchase, his rights are at an end.

The Hindu texts have not been translated anywhere. Parties will
require agreed translations from the Sanskrit, but the present writer offers
the passages below as his own attempts to give the sense of the originals.

, Vyasa: "Relations, neighbours, creditors are in order 'possessed of
causesof purchase'. Amongst them the nearer art matab (,to be respected')
in the sale, and foremost are the sapindas ('agnates within seven inclusive
degrees'). Where neighbours on four sides compete, he on the East is
preferred, then he on the West, the North, and in the absence of all others,
the South. Those who share water come next, then those who are (merely)
contiguous. Then come bandluwiib (? remoter relations, or partners,
connexions) and after them. their contiguous neighbours. And this is not
broken by streams, springs, paths and the like."24

24. After this passage, at. p. 356 of'fhe Vamdariijiyam (cited above), occur three lines
which are omitted in three manuscripts, and which are not essential for our purpose.
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Bhdradvii]«: "Relations, neighbours, creditors in order arc 'takers of
land'. Thereafter members of the same kula ('agnatic lineage'), and in the
absence of all, members of another family (i.e. 'cognates', says Varadaraja]."

Brihaspati: "Full brothers, sapindas, sharers of water (i.e. samiillodakas2S),

members of the same golra ('agnatic lineage'), neighbours, creditors, fellow-
villagers: these seven arc Illatii(z in a sale ofland."

Vyiisa: "The period of resiling in the case of land is ten days both for
purchaser and seller. It is twelve days in the case of sapindas. After that,
the sale is absolute (avichiilyam). Neighbours have the same period (of
grace), and we learn that creditors have the same period. And sapindas,
who have this same period, are understood to be /ltatii~ in purchase."

Panciidhyiiyi:26 "Relations, ncighbours, creditors arc learnt to have
the same period (of grace) when it (the intended sale) is known. For all of
them have a ten-day period, etc., and so have the purchaser and seller them-
selves. That field will go to the relative, etc., where the price accepted
by the seller is inadequate."27

Elsewhere: "Those that have been mentioned as 'suitable' in a purchase
are prominently situated (? or shown honour) in a sale. They are not
entitled to complain (or 'impugn the transaction') if they let the matter pass,
on the next day." (Varadaraja comments, these relations, neighbours, etc.,
who are entitled to be present, must release their rights or assert them im-
mediately after the proposal has come to their knowledge, and not on the
next day: the period of ten days for resiling is reserved to the parties to the
transaction) .

Brihaspati: "A purchase of immovables is valid only with the consent
of the relations, etc., otherwise there is no purchase at all, and the parties
may even be liable to a penalty." (Varadaraja comments that this applies

25. On eamtinodakas see any work on the Hindu law of intestato succession. They are
agnates removed from the oommon ancestor from eight to fourteen degrees inclusive.

26. This work, cited twice in the ]!(tmdctriijiyam, is not at all well-known. The present
writer has not found any reference to it in the works of P. V. Kane (than whom no living
person knows more about Hindu law). Rangaswami Aiyangar himself had no light to
throw on the matter. But Varadaraja cites the work, and that is what matters.

27. The last sentence, the meaning of which cannot be established with certainty in
view of our lack of knowledge of the method of price-fixing in ancient times, is omitted
from two manuscripts (Varad., p. 357).
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where relations, etc., are in the vicinity.) "Where relations, neigh-
• and creditors are absent from the village at the time of the purchase,

" have no right of protest when three fortnights have elapsed since the
•• (Varadaraja adds that this applies where they arc not in the

iry, and likewise what follows ... ).

Katyayana: "In one's own village ten nights; in another village three
btnights; but in another kingdom six months; and if the languages differ
s-, en ayear."27a

Passing over other smntHcxts to very similar effects, we note Bhnra-
Jvaja: "A sale of land to creditors in another village is not valid, exccpt
in caseswhere the fellow-villagcrs have no means, or (they themselves) are

I indebted."

. In conclusion we may sum up the discussion as follows:- whatever
, quy be the position with some chapters of Tesawalamai law, in preemption

recourse must be had to Hindu law as the residual law. If from the
spirit and outlook of the institution as known to the dharniasdstra no answer
is forthcoming, it is permissible to have recourse to the Anglo-Hindu law

.on preemption, which owes somcthing to Islamic law at second hand. If
one consults the customary law it is better to look at Kautilya first28 (for
all his antiquity) rather than to the customary law of, for example, the
Punjab :29 but in all cases direct consultation of either the Roman-Dutch
or Islamic law is deprecated.

The Privy Council note that preemption is not regarded with favour.w
This is undoubtedl y correct, not only for Islamic law but also for customary
law. In India it is accepted that any course which would defeat a right to

27a. The similarity of this to the provisions of Trsawa.la.mui is evident.
28. The text is printed in the 'I'rivandrum edn: (pt. 2, 1924) at Pl" 51-:!. The section

is there numbered 61. In Shama Sastry's cd n. the passage is at the couunencement of
Bk. III, ch. ix. In his translation (which contains many errors) published from ),lysore
in 1929it appears on pp. 1nO·l. The passage may be paraphrased as Iollows i-s- Relations,
neighbours and creditors may take (01' preempt) at sales, outsiders coming in only after
them. At a public meeting the land, otc., is advertised for sale at a stated price; after the
third proclamation, if no one objects, the proposed purchaser may purchase the property.
If by competition the price is enhanced the increase above the announced price goes to
the Treasury. A person lodging a protest against the sale must pay a feo. Where a pro-
test is made to one not the owner (or is not made to the owner as it should have been) it
fine of 24p. is payable. The owner in receipt of 11 protest may sell if the protesting party
does not put in an appearance within seven nights. If property subject to preemption,
and under a protest, is transferred through default of the owner, the latter must pay a fine
of 200p. In other cases of transfer pending a protest the fine is 24p.

29. On which see Rattigan's Digest; also Agrawala's work on the Law of Preemption.
30. [1961] 2 W.L.R. 813, 820, citing Tyabji, p. 725.
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prCl'mpt IS legal and will not be hindered by the court.' I In India m.r
High Courts, apparcurly \vrtlngly, haw ;lttl'ill]J(,.:d to kill preemption nlt
gether by app,':ds to Art. I.::;and Art. 1') of the Constiturion.t-' Nev.
thclcss the bcrrcr view is that the instirurion lives Oil, .md has a USdld lif"
Iront Ilf it,-'-' as the Supreme Court's freCluent ili\:l'stigatiu!1S of prccm pti
sh(l\\>~ Under th,' T,'S,l\\-;damai llun: of these ohjcctions do not ;1\11"
at all. Mere propo,;d to tr.mslcr is cn'lugh to give rise to protest (llllli
the Islamic sysrcm) alld (lilur,' to giVL' notice is itself a cause of action,
bettn vrcw scvms eU be that now adoptL'd ill IIHlia,'~ that a right of fll
emption is :1 right ill prOplTty (though not C,IP:lblc of tr,lIlSL'I-l'IlCL') and tl
lex 1'(Qil(/liri/!II., -'If/w"ilil. As long as till' preemptor Likes tlll' proper <t(

in the period ;dl'I\\'L'd by law, the court will uphold his right notwithstaudi
theories about "unjustitiablc fetters upon rill' ti-e,' disposition nf pwpert)
An,l Parliament ILlS recently created a I1L'\V right of preemption ill bV(l

nf those \\lw inherit shares 111 businesses and imuiovablc propcrty, a ri~
\vhich, ;l~ it ILlppl'IlS, is bound to develop somewhat differcntly from t

lsl.unic law, sinc« the right arises wlu-n the sharer j)I'Oj!"S['S t,) tr.msh-r, e
by gift.-'"

J. DUNCAN M. I)UmET

:~I. 1/1/'//11//,-1 .••111/11 (t'itvd ,!lIt}\'!'). ;\ II'~ I !Hi() ~.( '. I :~Ijs. I :ri:2d,
:~:.!. ~('(' }'I//II)' (,'11)':1' (,'lfll,' IJru!IIi/IW'; v. ,11//1/1' /.....'/Ii~III~.\ II'~ 1!1.-,·t U'lj'\:-it\Wll Ij)tf VB;;

ut lu-r ('tL"';'('~('itl'd ;lll(l di,",(·lI~:·wdill H/,,'/I1 noo /'.'1.'111;1/1 v. !)ulflli,IU I/tfflll:iSflU. (l!j.~)~I) (j~ Hl
L.I-:. ,-,-;-t- .. \1"':(1 Jllllllf 11".1; v. j)ood;( 1.11/11/;/1(/(11,1/'1" .\1 I·: l!HiJ \1;1(1. PI'. :~II.

:CL ~t'(' (';1...:(' 1.\...:1 ('ill'll.

:t-1. .....,'1,,·;.llul/, H/'hurl :;IIyl, v, (/"j,,,II,(Ii" II ~l.i.'i) I ~.( ',I':. 70: n;sl"uI : ;iIlY}, v. I{ Ii" .
••.•;iilrl!l . .-\lli I!I.-Is ~.('. :--i;~S: h'",I1",/,·; ....•/HIJI {r- il r-r l ;11)0\'(.') .\II{ 1~lIlO ~.('. 1:{Ii:-':. \:0\\''';1'(';1

Nil '" ."'11(1111 \ •. \1...•1. !Jnl/';f'; .\11{ I!Hil :--:.('. I-;r~.
:L-,. "...."J'I. ,·I,ftlli H,·/lu,.,· .r...;;lIfJII (t·il('d ''')In·(·).

:Hi, 1-1ind u :--:lWi·(·.......:jOIi .\t·l. I !L-)Ii. ~. :?:.!.
:;.:HI'ndt'!" ill Orit'IILd 1.;1\\':' ill 1111' l·lli\"I'I'~it~· 1)1' Loruiuu.
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